Relationship of environmental disturbances and the infectious potential of fungi
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Abstract

Fungi are critical organisms for the environment and offer many benefits to modern society through their application in the pharmaceutical, beverage and food industries. In contrast, fungal pathogens are emerging threats to humans, animals, plants and insects with potential to cause devastating mortality, morbidity and economic loss. Outbreaks associated with anthropogenic alterations of the environment, including climate change-related events such as natural disasters, are responsible for human, animal and plant disease. Similarly, fungi and their metabolites also have a negative impact in agriculture, posing a serious threat to our food supplies. Here, we describe the existing knowledge and importance of understanding the relationship of fungi and the environment in the context of human, animal and plant disease. Our goal is to encourage communication between scientists and the general public to create informed awareness about the impact of fungi in their daily lives and their environment.

INTRODUCTION

Fungi are ubiquitous eukaryotic microorganisms found in the environment in association with soil, animals, faeces, water, plant debris or other surfaces. Fungi can be either single-celled microorganisms such as yeasts, or complex multicellular organisms visible to the naked eye, like filamentous moulds (surface moulds) and macroscopic fungi (mushrooms and toadstools). Having a predominant role in organic saprotrophy, fungal decomposition ensures the continuation of biogeochemical nutrient and energy cycles that are fundamental to sustain life. In addition to obtaining nutrients from decomposition of non-living organic matter, fungi can be pathogenic [1], leading to illness in diverse hosts. Thus, the extent of their impact on the environment, economy and human health is considerable.

The widespread domestication of wheat approximately 10 000 years ago participated in the transition of human behaviour from nomadic hunter-gatherer to farmer, resulting in the formation of settlements and eventually leading to increasingly sophisticated societies. The process of fermentation by fungi was instrumental in the production of bread and its trade between ancient civilizations, which remains to the present day. Additionally, the use of yeast fermentation is key for our daily food intake and is used to produce alcohol (e.g. beer, wine and spirits), cheeses, cured meats, soy sauce and vinegars. The economic significance of fungal-derived processes is apparent in the fact that alcohol [2] and cheese [3] alone generate upwards of a trillion US dollars (USD) in total world sales, and the fermentation of soy into various products likely constitutes some of the largest industries in the East. Bread also remains one of the most heavily consumed foods and largest world markets.

In biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries, fungal metabolism is commonly exploited to acquire many antibiotics (e.g. beta [β]-lactams), polysaccharides (e.g. pullulan), vitamins (e.g. riboflavin), lipids (e.g. biofuels), enzymes (e.g. cellulases) and other valuable bioproducts unattainable from other organisms. These bioproducts are instrumental in research and clinical settings and are used extensively in both academic investigation and disease treatment. Most impressively, the advent of the fungal biosynthetic β-lactam class of antibiotics has played a major role in the near doubling of the average human lifespan in the United States (USA) during the 20th century. For example, from 1900 to 2014, the average life expectancy in the USA increased from ~47 to ~79 years [4]. In tandem, from 1900 (797 deaths per 100 000) to 1980 (36 deaths per 100 000), there was a drastic decrease in mortality in the USA attributed to infectious diseases [5]. The clinical introduction of β-lactams in the 20th century is one of a few medical advances that contributed to the reduction of mortality caused by infectious microorganisms [6]. Furthermore, β-lactams are currently the major
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Fungal secondary metabolites have been used for decades to treat coronary artery disease, with natural statins, specifically lovastatin and pravastatin, making up a considerable portion of the estimated 25–30 billion USD worldwide statin sales [8]. Linking biotechnology and food due its extensive use in both industries, citric acid, with a global market value of 2.6 billion and 3.6 billion projections by 2020 [9], is the most important mass-produced organic acid and is mainly made by fermentation using Aspergillus niger, as it is too expensive to isolate from fruits [10]. While not an extensive list, the above-mentioned fungal applications highlight the crucial and beneficial role diverse fungal species have at present for human daily life.

The application of fungi for mass production of foods and pharmaceuticals that benefit daily life is sharply contrasted by their pathogenic devastation on agriculture and infectious disease in humans and animals. In developed countries, consideration for fungal disease is sub-par and mostly associated with superficial infections such as athlete’s foot and genital yeast infections, whereas serious manifestations, such as invasive fungal infections, commonly exist as an afterthought, receiving little attention from the general public and in regards to research funding. An increase in immunocompromised individuals due to the global AIDS pandemic and the use of chemotherapy and immunosuppressive drugs, coupled with the advent of medical interventions such as major surgeries and intravenous therapy, has resulted in the emergence of invasive fungal infections as a serious threat [11, 12]. Similarly, fungi possess a threat to agriculture and closer attention to the potential negative effects on human food supply and other plant products must not be overlooked. Furthermore, fungi are actively affecting the animal kingdom through mass extinctions, leading to unprecedented loss of biodiversity [13].

In this review, we discuss the close relationship of the environment and fungal diseases, especially in the context of climate change and natural disaster, along with the current state of fungal disease in humans, animals and plants. Our aim is to highlight the importance of the urgent initiatives necessary from lawmakers, funding agencies, science educators, health care professionals, agriculture workers and biologists in general to help in improving awareness of the public on the relationship of the environment and fungal disease.

**Fungal Diseases in Humans**

Infection can be defined simply as the acquisition of a microbe by a host, resulting when the microorganism is not eliminated from the host after direct contact between them [14]. Disease can then be an outcome that follows infection [15]; however, human fungal disease is relatively uncommon in healthy individuals. In fact, only several hundred species are known to be pathogenic to humans of an estimated 1.5 million total fungal species on earth, while species pathogenic to plants are estimated to be in the hundreds of thousands, and insect fungal pathogens number around 1000 [16]. Mycoses can arise from exposure to a large inoculum, especially from opportunistic environmental fungal species such as those found in soils that do not need hosts for growth or survival [17]. Notably, humans display remarkable resilience to fungal diseases except at the extremes of the immune response [14], and this seems to suggest that human characteristics that aid in warding off fungal disease were selected for in evolution.

Four criteria have been described as requisites for fungi to infect humans and cause severe disease [18]. Fungi must be able to (1) colonize or penetrate surface barriers such as the mucous membrane and the skin; (2) subsequently lyse and absorb human tissue for its nutritional utilization; (3) resist pressure from innate and adaptive immunity; and (4) grow at human body temperatures (Fig. 1). Relatively high basal body temperature is one necessary characteristic that sufficiently endothermic mammals have evolved to combat fungi that grow at temperatures in hosts’ thermal exclusion zones. Mammals’ high basal body temperature surely serves to protect these organisms, including humans, from a large majority of fungi that are unable to grow in the 37°C range and instead grow optimally in environments of 25–35°C [11]. Studies on the encapsulated fungus Cryptococcus neoformans pathogenesis in rabbits further corroborate this postulation. In rabbits, whose normal basal temperatures range from 39 to 40°C, resistance to C. neoformans (grows well at 37°C and some strains at 40–41°C) infection has been observed even when the fungus is injected directly into cerebrospinal fluid [19, 20]. The analysis of thermal tolerance of 4802 fungal strains found that most cannot grow at mammalian temperatures, with every 1°C increase between 30 and 42°C excluding an additional 6% of fungal isolates [12]. The utility of fever as a defence mechanism in many animals against microbes further supports these findings [21]. Interestingly, endothermy as a mechanism of protection might have contributed to increased fitness, and consequently the rise in the age of mammals at the Cretaceous–Tertiary (K-T) boundary [11]. During this period, it is possible that there was mass fungal proliferation, due to evidence of large-scale global deforestation [22], which could have provided fungi with rich nutritional sources [11]. The increase in fungi in the environment could then have led to large amounts of aerosolized spores, and consequently large amounts of infectious fungal inoculate being delivered to vulnerable ectotherms [11]. Together, physiologically costly endothermy and adaptive immunity protected mammals, including humans, from most fungal species’ invasion and colonization.

The emergence of oral candidiasis in the 1950s, which is a disease caused by the commensal Candida albicans, foreshadowed the emergence of serious fungal disease in the future as invasive medical procedures became increasingly ubiquitous. The rise of oral and genital candidiasis became associated with the advent of broad-spectrum antibiotics which reduce the host bacterial flora and promote fungal growth. Further advances in medicine such as intravenous catheters, organ transplantation, aggressive surgeries and...
the emerging use of intensive care units and cytotoxic chemotherapy all contributed to an increase in fungal incidence [11, 23]. Notably, HIV infection and the AIDS pandemic changed the infectious disease landscape, and individuals with compromised immunity became highly susceptible to fungal infections. In developing nations where there is high prevalence of individuals with AIDS, fungi are a serious threat to this immunocompromised population with Candida spp., Aspergillus spp., Pneumocystis jirovecii and C. neoformans being the most common cause of serious disease. For example, the latest estimates placed the global incidence of cryptococcal meningitis at about 223 000 annual cases, with 73 % or 162 500 of cases in sub-Saharan Africa [24]. Additionally, cryptococcal meningitis is responsible for 15 % of global AIDS-related deaths (181 000), with 75 % of deaths in sub-Saharan Africa (135 000) making cryptococcosis the second leading cause of AIDS-related deaths in the continent, just behind tuberculosis [24]. Recent efforts have been undertaken to show the scale of the burden that fungal disease poses to the world. Estimates, spanning 14 countries in the Americas, Europe, Asia and North Africa, show that 1.8 to 3 % of the population of each country is affected by some of the most serious fungal diseases that can cause chronic illness and death [25]. Together, it is estimated that >300 million people are affected by serious mycoses worldwide, and about 1.6 million of these cases result in death annually [25], more than malaria and as many as tuberculosis [15, 26], highlighting the importance of fungal infections.

**FUNGAL DIMORPHISM: AN ADVANTAGE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SURVIVAL AND INFECTION**

A fundamental and widespread characteristic of fungi is their ability to switch morphologies throughout their life cycle. Some fungi are considered fully dimorphic because of their ability to switch between hyphae and yeast form depending on environmental conditions, genetic profile or physiological conditions [27]. Often, the major stimulus for a morphologic shift is temperature, and fungi that have this ability are considered thermally dimorphic. Dimorphic fungi can infect humans, animals, plants and insects [27]. For example, the phytopathogenic dimorphic fungus Ophiostoma ulmi caused the first Dutch elm disease epidemic, and a more virulent species now devastates millions of trees in Europe and the USA [28]. Economic losses of 2.5–3.0 million USD are caused by Taphrina deformans contaminating peaches [29]. Blastomyces dermatitidis, Histoplasma capsulatum, Paracoccidioides brasiliensis, Talaromyces marneffei (formerly known as Penicillium marneffei) and Coccidioides immitis/posadasii have all been described as thermally dimorphic and major human pathogens [30].

Typically, dimorphic fungi exist in their hyphal form in the environment where they asexually produce infectious spores (conidia) at temperatures of 22–25 °C. In this form, they are able to survive and remain endemic to a region and disperse to other regions over time. After aerosolization, which can be enhanced by soil disruption through human activity or natural disaster, the human host can inhale the infectious conidia into their warm lungs (37 °C) and pulmonary infection can take hold as the thermal switch is made to the yeast form (or spherules for Coccidioides spp). A key defence of endothermic hosts against fungi is their relatively high body temperature (37 °C), which excludes many fungi but not thermally dimorphic fungi [21]. The binding of conidia to immune cells and subsequent phagocytosis and intracellular replication has been described as a mechanism in the switch [31]. Additionally, recent evidence describing the upregulation of genes critical for infectious success during the
transition from mould to yeast has begun to emerge [32]. By being able to enter a human host, survive in the warm temperature and evade host immunity, thermally dimorphic fungi are remarkably capable of bypassing many immunological and physical structural barriers and colonizing the host. After localizing in the lungs via inhalation, the infection can cause pneumonia and, if not controlled by the host’s immunity, it can disseminate to other organs including the central nervous system.

NATURAL DISASTERS ENHANCE FUNGAL INFECTION

Disasters have been defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society causing widespread human, material, economic or environmental losses that exceed the ability of the affected community or society to cope using its own resources [33]. In one estimation, the WHO proposes that more than 2.6 billion people have been affected by natural disasters in the last decade alone. Furthermore, yearly there are about 90,000 direct casualties and 160 million affected by physical destruction and the biological/social environment during a natural disaster. While the immediate death, suffering and economic tolls during a natural disaster are well established [34], the public health consequences of disasters after natural disasters have taken place are also being increasingly recognized. Notably, the relationship between natural disaster and proliferation of fungal disease is being increasingly investigated as evidence of a possible link between the two becomes more available [35]. It is important to acknowledge that at present, invasive fungal infections outbreaks after natural disasters are uncommon and the potential for post-disaster epidemics can be overestimated despite the lack of supporting evidence [36]. A major disaster happens almost daily somewhere on earth, and estimates indicate that one million thunderstorms, 100,000 floods, tens of thousands of landslides, earthquakes, wildfires, tornadoes, several thousand hurricanes and tropical cyclones, tsunamis and volcanoes occurred between 2005 and 2015 [37]. Therefore, although mycoses do not constitute the majority of adverse health effects post-disaster, the high global incidence of disaster necessitates increased awareness among health care providers and public health officials in disaster zones with known or predicted endemic fungal disease agents.

Regarding disease, endemic agents are the major cause for alarm after a disaster, and increased incidence of fungal infection likely results from an increase in spores that can be displaced from their natural habitat leading to increased concentration in the environment [35]. The propensity for injury during or after natural disaster, coupled with high environmental exposure of persons to soils, water or other debris, typically associated with the disaster, can create the optimal conditions for outbreak of fungal disease, exacerbating morbidity and mortality of otherwise non-life-threatening injuries. Additionally, potential displacement, inadequate sanitary conditions and diminished access to proper health care services can compromise proper wound care by methods such as sterile irrigation, removal of foreign bodies and surgical debridement [38]. Furthermore, most soft tissue infections due to disaster are caused by bacteria [39], and there is a possibility for untimely treatment with proper antifungals during the course of infection – a pressing matter worthy of discussion within clinical settings. A few examples associating fungal diseases with natural disasters are described below:

Tornadoes: Joplin, Missouri

In 2011, a catastrophic tornado rated EF-5 stormed through Joplin, Missouri. The Joplin tornado is recognized as one of the worst natural disasters in recent history on US soil, resulting in over 1000 injured persons and 158 deaths [40]. The physical aftermath was widely covered by conventional and social media; however, a lesser known biological event began to take shape in the following few weeks. Local health officials were notified by a physician of a suspected soft tissue fungal infection in two patients [41]. The patients were 2 of the 13 identified cases with life-threatening mucormycosis after the tornado, 5 of whom eventually died. For 3 of the 5 patients, fungal infection was listed on the death certificate as a primary or contributing cause of death. All 13 patients were hospitalized for injuries sustained during the tornado, and specimens later showed infections with Apophysomyces trapeziformis, Candida spp., Fusarium spp. and Aspergillus spp. as well as Mucor circinelloides. The U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) investigation concluded that as the tornado moved through Joplin, fungi from one or more environmental sources were aerosolized and spread throughout the vortex and debris and were inoculated into patients after penetrating trauma injuries [41]. Therefore, the CDC suggested an increased awareness of environmental fungi as a cause of necrotizing soft-tissue infection in patients injured during natural disasters, especially in endemic areas.

While all 13 patients received systemic antifungal therapy for treatment of the disaster-related wounds, 6 received antifungal drugs that were not efficacious against mucormycetes, resulting in the death of 3 of these patients before these fungi were identified [41]. While it is difficult to know whether the deceased patients would have survived if treated with the proper antifungal drugs earlier in the infection, the outcome highlights the importance of health care awareness of the possibility for fungal infection after a natural disaster. Likewise, public health officials should be prepared to react quickly by communicating and posting health advisories of such infections to prevent deaths associated with difficult-to-treat mucormycetes.

Hurricanes and flooding

Hurricanes and other flooding disasters can pose an increased mould threat due to increased humidity that promotes fungal growth, and sufficient evidence has been found for an association between damp indoor spaces,
mould and upper/lower respiratory symptoms [42]. This was cause for concern at the time of hurricane Katrina’s landfall due to the potential risks for remediation workers and residents. The aftermath of Katrina was devastating, and the hurricane is considered the costliest natural disaster in US history and one of the five deadliest hurricanes ever to impact the mainland. Eighty per cent of the city sustained heavy floods which remained for weeks, and moist environments remained for months. Less than a month after Katrina’s impact, hurricane Rita’s landfall on Louisiana exacerbated the flooding effects. The CDC and Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals documented the extent of potential exposure, culminating in a report that estimated mould growth in 46% of inspected homes and a note that remediation workers did not consistently use appropriate respiratory protection [43]. Predominant fungal species obtained in air samples were Aspergillus spp. and Penicillium spp., and the mean indoor endotoxin levels detected were more than 20 times higher than the average, far exceeding the levels that have been associated with respiratory symptoms [44] and comparable to industrial levels in which decline of pulmonary function has been demonstrated [45]. Others described feeling sick, possibly caused by fungally produced volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [46]. These fungal metabolites might contribute to illness as being associated with the sick building syndrome. Arabidopsis thaliana and Drosophila melanogaster exhibit a range of toxic symptoms after VOC exposure, including neurotoxicity, that might provide insight into neurological health problems associated with damp indoor environments, such as those characteristic of Parkinson’s disease [47, 48]. Interestingly, four cases of coccidioidomycosis were identified in the post-hurricane period [49], with three individuals suffering disseminated mycosis while the other individual’s infection was limited to the respiratory tract. Two patients died due to co-infection with HIV. Due to coccidioidomycosis being non-endemic to New Orleans, public health officials might be aware of using close monitoring of possible non-endemic disease after a natural disaster [49].

**Earthquakes and sandstorms**

Coccidioidomycosis, commonly known as ‘Valley Fever’, ‘San Joaquin Fever’ or ‘Joaquin Valley Fever’, results from inhalation of the causative agents C. immitis and C. posadaii and has been associated with two instances of post-disaster infection. The first instance was in 1994, when a magnitude 6.7 earthquake struck Northridge, California (CA), resulting in 57 deaths and approximately 8700 injuries [50]. The interplay between the original seismic activity, aftershocks, and landslides is strongly implicated in contributing to an increase in aerosolized C. immitis spherules in the environment caused by displacement from their natural habitat and dispersion in the resulting dust clouds [50]. In Ventura County, CA, 203 cases of coccidioidomycosis were identified and a strong association was found between dust-cloud time of exposure and acute illness [50]. A similar airborne outbreak occurred previously in 1977 in the San Joaquin Valley in CA [51]. A dust storm covering an area larger than the state of Maine (87 000 km²) originating near Bakersfield, in which coccidioidomycosis is highly endemic, resulted in high numbers of unusual coccidioidomycosis cases [51]. For instance, 115 valley fever cases were attributed to the dust storm in non-endemic Sacramento. Disseminated mycosis was observed in 16 of those cases. Moreover, 18 coccidioidomycosis cases were reported at a US Navy air station in Kings County [52], 134 cases in Kern county during January and February [53] and many others across other Californian counties.

These outbreaks of fungal infection following natural disasters in areas in which fungal infections are endemic illustrates the need for preventive preparation by healthcare agencies. For instance, in the case of the San Fernando Valley earthquake, fungal infections were not considered a possibility in initial diagnoses, with 93% of case-patients being treated with >1 antibacterial drug before a mycosis diagnostic [50].

**IMPACT OF FUNGAL DISEASE ON ANIMAL EXTINCTION**

The loss of biodiversity is universally recognized as being negatively impactful to the human condition, and fungal pathogens in animals are a prominent driving force in biodiversity homogenization. Analyses on the role of pathogenic fungi in the loss of biodiversity have shown that animals suffer the greatest insults from fungal disease, with 91% of recent fungal-related extirpations and extinctions occurring in animals rather than in plants [13]. Here, we describe the animal species of major concern affected by fungal disease in recent times resulting in significant loss of animals.

**White nose syndrome in bats**

A driver of biodiversity homogenization, white nose syndrome (WNS) is an emerging disease of North American bats [54], caused by the psychrophilic fungi Pseudogymnoascus destructans [55], responsible for drastic mortality in these mammals. Regional extirpations and extinctions due to WNS are expected [56, 57]. In 2012, estimates by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service placed the total North American bat death toll at over 6 million, and mortality rates reach up to 100% at many hibernacula sites [58]. Since its discovery, P. destructans has rapidly spread over two thousand kilometres from northeastern USA and as of 2017, one decade after its initial discovery, P. destructans is confirmed in 33 states and 5 Canadian provinces [59]. Infected bats develop visible fungal growth on the nose, ears or wings (hairless skin) during hibernation when body temperatures lower sufficiently during winter torpor for fungal growth (Fig. 1) [60]. Physiological changes associated with increased bat arousal to normothermia from torpor might result in compromising energy expenditure and ultimately death [61–63]. Weight loss, dehydration and electrolyte imbalance have also been described as possible factors in mortality [64]. More than half of the 47 bat species living in the USA and Canada rely on winter torpor and therefore serve as potential hosts to this infection [59]. So far, nine species are confirmed to have WNS and six additional species are
confirmed carriers of *P. destructans* without WNS diagnostic symptoms [59]. Of these, one species is classified as threatened and two endangered species are at risk of extinction. This dramatic decline is worrisome, and bats’ important role as primary predators of insects and keystone species for cave ecosystems necessitates an increase of attention towards this emerging problem [65, 66]. For example, the value of bats in suppressing pest insects in continental USA was approximated at 3.7 billion USD/year [67]. However, this estimate was the lowest extreme with the highest extreme being 53 billion USD/year, and the real value is likely approximately 23 billion USD/year [67].

**Chytridiomycosis in amphibians**

*Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis*, responsible for the emerging chytridiomycosis in amphibians, is a devastating fungal agent responsible for perhaps the greatest disease-caused loss of biodiversity in recorded history [68]. *B. dendrobatidis*’ growth temperature ranges (2–27 °C) are similar to the internal temperature ranges of frogs (4–28 °C) [69], making these amphibians vulnerable to infection (Fig. 1). Chytridiomycosis is characterized by cutaneous infection of amphibian keratinized tissues, and infection typically leads to hyperkeratosis or thickening of the outer keratin skin layer, compromising the osmotic regulation necessary for amphibian respiration, hydration, electrolyte transport and thermoregulation [68]. Due to the increased susceptibility of electrolyte uptake skin patches to *B. dendrobatidis* infection, chytridiomycosis progression typically precedes cardiac arrest [70]. Catastrophic population declines and extinction events are occurring worldwide due to this fungus [68, 71]. *B. dendrobatidis* is found on all continents inhabited by amphibians and, because of extremely low species specificity, every continent bears these declines, with Australia, Central America and North America taking the brunt of the pathogen insults [72]. As of 2013, 516 of 1240 (42 %) amphibian species tested are known to have been infected with *B. dendrobatidis* and in the past three decades, *B. dendrobatidis* has caused the catastrophic decline or extinction of up to 200 species of frogs [72]. Spread of *B. dendrobatidis* is usually in the form of a rampant wave front and in many cases, upon arrival of the pathogen in an area, amphibian populations are infected and/or collapse in less than a year. For instance, eight populations of frogs in Sierra Nevada showing low prevalence and intensity of infection in initial samples suddenly increased to nearly 100 % in each population just 50 days later [73]. In Central America, *B. dendrobatidis* advanced southeast of Costa Rica causing tremendous mortality among amphibians, with 50 % of local species eradicated within four to six months [74]. Similar episodes of population crashes have been reported in Brazil [75], Panama [76] and Australia [77].

**Possible causes of chytridiomycosis and WNS emergence**

There is evidence to suggest that *B. dendrobatidis* and *P. destructans* were introduced to the endemic areas by transport that is anthropogenic in nature [78]. During the emergence of chytridiomycosis as a serious global fungal threat to biodiversity, it was unclear whether *B. dendrobatidis* was globally endemic, increased in pathogenicity or introduced into the affected areas. The evidence suggests that *B. dendrobatidis* strains isolated globally have low levels of genetic diversity; fitting the profile of a recently expanded pathogen [79]. Humans might have contributed to that expansion, and studies confirming trade as responsible for cases of chytridiomycosis emergence lend credence to that postulation [80]. Likewise, *B. dendrobatidis* can also be observed in pet stores, zoos and museums [78], further suggesting that trade played a role in its distribution. In contrast, the emergence of *P. destructans* as a pathogen of bats is still unclear. There is speculation that human transport resulted in the introduction of the fungus to susceptible bats in North America because bats in Europe are known to carry *P. destructans* asymptotically [81]. *P. destructans* genotyping data suggest host-independent spread of a single clone and that recent introduction of the pathogen is likely responsible for its rapid spread [82]. This possibility is also supported by the fact that the first reported case of WNS occurred in a touristic cave in New York, a state of considerable transit of people from all over the world [81]. However, this is just circumstantial evidence, and more thorough genetic analyses studies are needed to elucidate the WNS emergence with certainty.

**FUNGAL DISEASE AS A THREAT TO GLOBAL FOOD SUPPLY**

Of the many different threats fungi pose, the infection of plants seems to be the most recognized possibly due to economic interest and people’s dependence on agriculture for food supply. The threat fungi pose to food security is a major concern given that fungi cause disease in rice, wheat, maize and potato crops which constitute most of global food consumption. For example, rice alone has been estimated to constitute half of the total global caloric intake [83] and rice blast, caused by *Magnaporthe oryzae*, is the most destructive disease in cultivated rice [84]. Since fungi is responsible for 70–80 % of all plant diseases, a recently generated ‘top ten list’ of the most scientifically and economically important fungal pathogens, *M. oryzae* overwhelmingly ranked 1st for its catastrophic potential to devastate global food supplies [85]. Other plant diseases such as soybean rust (*Phakopsora pachyrhizi*), wheat stem rust (*Puccinia graminis*), maize corn smut (*Ustilago maydis*), and potato late blight (*Phytophthora infestans*), contribute to the loss of 125 million tons of these crops (enough to feed 600 million people) and cause $60 billion USD of global cost [13]. Furthermore, while highly unlikely, it is estimated that concurrent epidemics in 5 of the top food crops would result in the loss of about 900 million tons of food leading to cataclysmic global famine with starvation in 2.7 billion people [13]. Nevertheless, fungi have previously compromised food security seriously. For example, in the 1840’s, the oomycete *P. infestans* caused the Irish potato famine resulting in the death of a million people due to starvation and
displaced another million leading to a 20% decrease in the population of Ireland [86]. This event was not only a humanitarian tragedy, but it also significantly affected the course of European political and economic history. In India, the Bengal famine of 1943 caused by Cochliobolus miyabeanus resulted in the deaths of 2–3 million people due to the population dependence on rice as a primary source of nutrition [87]. In the U.S., Cochliobolus heterostrophus also caused the 1971–1972 southern corn leaf blight epidemic, resulting in severe crop failure [88].

Fungi can also produce mycotoxins, a variety of secondary metabolites, including some that are toxic for humans and animals [89, 90]. These mycotoxins can contaminate food directly due to mold growth at many stages of production and cultivation in the field or in storage. There are a few species of fungi capable of producing mycotoxins including: Penicillium expansum (apple juice), Fusarium graminearum (cereal products), and A. flavus/Aspergillus parasiticus (maize, wheat, rice, nuts and figs) [91]. Illness and disease possibly caused by the metabolites of these organisms ranges from diarrhea and vomiting to premature puberty in girls, cervical cancer, primary hepatocellular carcinoma, cirrhosis and Reye’s syndrome [91]. The estimated amount of crops contaminated with mycotoxins is considerable and about 25% and outbreaks of mycotoxicosis associated to consumption have been reported in humans and animals [92]. Climate change is also implicated in modulation of fungal growth and mycotoxin production. In fact, prolonged dry weather has been associated with an increase in myco-aflatoxins in Europe [93]. Plants themselves, such as corn, are also more susceptible to mycotoxins under stress [94, 95]. Mycotoxins have been described as a more important chronic food safety factor than synthetic food contaminants, food additives, pesticide residues, and plant toxins by experts in the risk assessment field [96]. As investigation into mycotoxins and their effects continue, the true scale of the risk to human and animal health will surely be elucidated.

CONCLUSION

The threats fungi pose to public health and the environment are substantial. In humans, fungal diseases have been emerging in the past century and the global epidemic of HIV along with advances in medicine serve to exacerbate their mortality and morbidity. Moreover, instances of fungal disease outbreak after natural disasters are clearly documented and reports continuously caution public health officials and clinicians to strive for better preparedness in regard to endemic fungal pathogens that may arise from these fortuitous events. This subject is particularly relevant now, as a concerning number of natural disasters due to climate change have recently occurred generating media attention and public awareness. Landfalls by hurricanes Harvey and Irma in Houston, TX, and Maria in Puerto Rico as well as the earthquake in central Mexico all occurred in the span of less than a month in 2017 and while there is still a lack of reports of mycoses following these events, the possibility should not be overlooked. Fungal disease is also a major player in the environment, as it is a driving force behind biodiversity homogenization, causing millions of bat deaths in only a decade and the greatest recorded disease-caused extinction as observed in amphibians. Likewise, fungi are pathogens of plants and some species are producers of mycotoxins, constantly threatening agriculture and food supply. Therefore, it is important to understand at the molecular level how fungi adapt to climate change or to non-endemic environments. Finally, it is necessary to create awareness among the public on the infectious potential of fungi in order to reduce the morbidity and mortality associated to environmental disturbances as well as preserving our flora and wildlife.
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